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The Kalashnikov Concern website states that an order for an AK can come with: 1 AK, 4
magazines, 1 pouch for magazines, 1 knife-bayonet, 1 carrying sling, 1 oiler, 1 set of
accessories cleaning rod Ak 47 Receiver Types. The AK47 bayonet is the very first Kalashnikov
bayonet designed and issued. Due to it's age, there is a lack of information available concerning
it's history. All of the AK47 bayonets themselves are pretty much identical in appearance and
difficult to identify as to country of manufacture and issue. Buy Now. With more than million in
circulation, the AK is the most common assault rifle used around the world. Chambered in 7.
Bulgarian AK 5. May be circle 10 or circle 21 marked, but most likely ci.. Features a barrel twist,
Chrome moly nitride treated barrel, Milled ordnance quality steel receiver, 1st AK side scope rail
mount to offer a return to zero capability, also offers four times clamping improvement over
traditional side scope rail mounts and improves sight acquisition for follow-up shots There is a
lot of information on the web on how to build an AK but having this book handy for referance is
great. All the steps are explained in easy to understand format. The photographs are clear and
helpful to visualize certain aspects of the build. Out of stock. Add to Compare. The blade is
fullered and single edged and has a matte finish. The grips are a reddish brown plastic and are
rivetted to the blued handle. The scabbard is blued steel. These bayonets have not been issued
and are in excellent condition. Overall it's what you'd expect from a used bayonet from a
conscript army I guess. It arrived with a very thin coat of oil on it. Now all I need is the damn
rifle. Shop our selection of gun accessories and gun ammo online and find everything you need
in one convenient place. My question is I've been trying to figure out who made the AK bayonet.
Valve index base station whining noise Iag ej25 long block Reliabilt doors review. Out of stock
Serial AK47 Type bayonet with Spear point blade and with ears to go around barrel. Believe this
to be Bulgarian issue due to the single metal band attaching the hanger to the scabbard. Serial
number is stamped on handle. Maroon resin or bakelite grips. Web and leather frog. Bayonet is
new and unissued and will still be covered in cosmolene. The AK47 Bayonet The AK47 assault
rifle was introduced during a period in history when the bayonet's future was in debate. In the
decade following the outbreak of the Second World War, most of the major powers produced an
infantry rifle without the ability to mount a bayonet. AK47 1st model, Russian model has frog
hanger with wrap around on scabbard split into two on each side. Dual monitor desk setup
reddit Aerosoft a Gba model Motorcycle accident today cincinnati ohio. Keyscape library reddit
Ext4 on ssd Osvdb cve Examples of goals for nurse managers. Numpy filter data by column
value The AK47 bayonet is the very first Kalashnikov bayonet designed and issued. What
happened to taaz. Kisah seram di kampung Serial Surface area of a cone omni calculator. These
are in great shape as the pictures show. The AKM rifle was introduced in Among other things,
the updated AK47 variant included a bayonet lug. What is the o n o bond angle in no3. H raid
controller max drive size. Vti phoenix foldable drone Dual monitor desk setup reddit Aerosoft a
Gba model Motorcycle accident today cincinnati ohio. Factory Bulgarian 30rd. Will fit most.
Brand New. Super mario 64 beta textures Pvs 14 remote battery. The Portrait of a Musician is an
unfinished painting widely attributed to the Italian Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci. His
only known male portrait painting , it was probably painted between and while Leonardo was in
Milan. It has been in the Pinacoteca Ambrosiana in Milan since at least Perhaps influenced by
Antonello da Messina 's introduction of the Early Netherlandish style of portrait painting to Italy,
the work marks a shift from the profile portraiture that predominated in 15th-century Milan. It
shares many similarities with other paintings Leonardo executed there, such as the Virgin of the
Rocks and the Lady with an Ermine. Most current scholarship attributes at least the portrait's
face to Leonardo, based on stylistic resemblances to his other works. Uncertainty over the rest
of the painting is due to the stiff and rigid qualities of the body, which are uncharacteristic of
Leonardo's work. February 24 : Independence Day in Estonia The painting is the largest of a
series of paintings of bathers by the artist, and is considered a masterpiece of modern art. He
worked on the painting for seven years, and it remained unfinished at the time of his death.
Wikipedia is hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation , a non-profit organization that also hosts a
range of other projects :. This Wikipedia is written in English. Many other Wikipedias are
available ; some of the largest are listed below. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Welcome
to Wikipedia ,. Archive By email More featured articles. Dileeni Daniel-Selvaratnam. Archive
Start a new article Nominate an article. Naomi Osaka and Novak Djokovic. Nominate an article.
Properzia de' Rossi d. More anniversaries: February 23 February 24 February Archive By email
List of days of the year. Archive More featured pictures. Other areas of Wikipedia Community
portal â€” Bulletin board, projects, resources and activities covering a wide range of Wikipedia
areas. Help desk â€” Ask questions about using Wikipedia. Local embassy â€” For
Wikipedia-related communication in languages other than English. Reference desk â€” Serving
as virtual librarians, Wikipedia volunteers tackle your questions on a wide range of subjects.
Site news â€” Announcements, updates, articles and press releases on Wikipedia and the

Wikimedia Foundation. Village pump â€” For discussions about Wikipedia itself, including areas
for technical issues and policies. Commons Free media repository. MediaWiki Wiki software
development. Meta-Wiki Wikimedia project coordination. Wikibooks Free textbooks and
manuals. Wikidata Free knowledge base. Wikinews Free-content news. Wikiquote Collection of
quotations. Wikisource Free-content library. Wikispecies Directory of species. Wikiversity Free
learning tools. Wikivoyage Free travel guide. Wiktionary Dictionary and thesaurus. Namespaces
Main Page Talk. Views Read View source View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. From today's featured article
The Portrait of a Musician is an unfinished painting widely attributed to the Italian Renaissance
artist Leonardo da Vinci. Dileeni Daniel-Selvaratnam Porfirije is enthroned as the 46th Patriarch
of the Serbian Orthodox Church. A winter storm in North America leaves at least 70 people dead
and several million others without clean water or power. Madison , the Supreme Court declared
an act of Congress unconstitutional for the first time, forming the basis of judicial review in the
United States. Barrel Length " 1. Blade Width Blade Width:. Bottom Head Diameter 1" 8 1. Bulbs
Halogen Bulbs 13 Miniature Bulbs Bumpers Body 1. Bundle Diameter 30MM Max. Cap Finish
Stainless Steel 3 Uncapped 4. Caps Vacuum Caps 1. Class 9. Clips Throttle Rod Clips 1.
Contacts 2 1. Degree 90 9. Drive Size No3 1 T30 2. Epoxys 2 Part 1. Fits Hose I. Fits Stud Size
6MM 2. Fits Tubing O. Flange Diameter 0. Flange Thickness 0. Grade 5 1. Grip Range 0. Head
Diameter 0. Head Size 6 1 0. Head Thickness 0. Hex Size 6. Holds O. Hole Diameter 0. Hole Size
0. Indexing 3 o'clock 1 Two Groove 3. Inner Diameter. Locking Style Internal 1 Prevailing Torque
1. Mandrel Push-out 1 1. Material Thickness 0. Steel Rivet-St. Outer Diameter. Overall Length 0.
Panel Range 0. Panel Thickness. Pin Head Diameter 18MM 1. Repairs 1 Hinge 5 2 Hinges 3. Rivet
Length 0. Roller O. Screws Tapping Screws Shank Diameter 0. Shank Length 0. Shear 1 1. Strap
Tailgate Straps 1. Stud Size 0. Style Female 2 Snap-In 1. Tensile Strength 1 1. Terminals Battery
Terminals 2 Solderless Terminals Washer Type Toothed 3. Washer Flush 1. Weatherstrips Door
4. Width 0. Wire Fusible Link Wire 3. Result s. Availability: In stock. Availability: Out of Stock.
View More. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. These pulleys assist in belt routing and tensioning within the accessory drive
system. Air conditioning compressors, alternators, power steering pumps, and water pumps are
aided by the function of Idler Pulleys. All Idler Pulleys are of the highest quality and meet or
exceed OE specifications. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by:
Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping
within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 13
hrs and 36 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Hayden
Automotive Id Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon
Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest
delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 9 hrs and 21 mins Details. Only 15 left in stock - order
soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Brand: Hayden Automotive.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon.
FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Dorman Belt Tensioner Pulley. Next page. More items to explore. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also
bought. CRC Belt Conditioner - 7. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Worked fine. Just remember out there that the bolt holding it on is reverse
threaded. You'll damage your colon trying to get it off if you aren't aware of that It seems to be a
solid well built pulley but it does not fit a 4. The 4. I seems to weigh more then my pulley on the
truck. But I am returning it sense I don't want to mess up any angles and risk the belt rubbing
on any bolts or wire harnesses. Images in this review. So the outside diameter of the pulley is a
little smaller than the original I think that would still work as the serpentine belt tensioner
should keep it tight. But the inside pulley hole where the bolt passes through is noticeably

larger so it is not possible to use With a new belt. Fit great save yourself a headache and get a
new belt too. It was very tight on the Escape there is a little black o ring washer on the back side
of the tensioner. You have to loosen it a good bit then tap around it evenly pushing it toward the
block. To get the bolt to come through the tensioner. Loosen it the rest of the way and remove
the bolt. The bolt will come out. But watch for that washer it helps on reinstalling. By Brooks
quesinberry on November 25, It worked on a Jeep Liberty. There was a constant chirping sound
coming from the belt, once I figured out where the noise was coming from, it was easy to
replace. I went ahead and replaced both since my car takes two of them. It was a matter of time
for the other one to start chirping. Installation took less than 20 minutes and the annoying noise
is completely gone. The tensioner in my f 4. So far so good. One person found this helpful. Easy
installation. A perfect fit. My cars motor: GM, 3. The motor much quieter, now. I installed a new
Gates serpentine belt at the same time. Purchased 2 of these they are of factory quality or better
they returned the vehicle back to as good as new. They roll very quite and smooth. I recommend
these and the seller very highly. Great transaction arrived on-time. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Sent the pulley back did not fit but customer service was very good and
easy to work with. Report abuse. The idler pulley looks exactly like the original GM part. It fit
perfectly and runs smoothly. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
hummer h1 parts , alternator pulleys , chrysler water pump , belt tensioner dodge ram , mustang
gt parts , ford v10 engine parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. This item can be shipped
to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. This is only a preview
of the January issue of Silicon Chip. You can view 0 of the pages in the full issue. You can also
log in if you are already a subscriber. January - Silicon Chip Online. Knowing when, and being
alerted, could save a lot of spoilage - this is the data-logger to do it with! More than just a
temperature sensor, it could also be set up for humidity, smoke detection, PIR movement, or
light detection, and with many other Arduino-compatible sensor too. A totally open-source
datalogger for you to experiment with. Use it to add obstacle avoidance to your next robotics
project. Upload your idea at projects. Features resistive-type humidity sensor. See our full range
of Silicon Chip projects at jaycar. The beat rate and volume is adjustable; an off timer can also
be set. It has an adjustable rate of bpm at a frequency of Hz â€” Page 40 68 The Bass Block
Subwoofer This 4W subwoofer is easy to build and pumps out plenty of bass. Technical Staff
Jim Rowe, B. Bao Smith, B. Tim Blythman, B. Nicolas Hannekum, Dip. Technical Contributor
Duraid Madina, B. Sc, M. Hons 1 , PhD, Grad. ACN ABN 20 No part of this publication may be
reproduced without the written consent of the publisher. Phone 02 In the October issue, I wrote
about wanting to publish a range of articles, including some of historical interest and others
about the latest technology. This has created a bit of difficulty; while we have a good mixture of
different articles, I am struggling to fit all this content into the magazine. That is not as easy as it
sounds. For a start, our printing and mailing costs would go up, and given the general
economic malaise caused by COVID, I am reluctant to increase our expenditures. Another
problem is that if I print magazines with more than pages on our current paper stock, they might
not fit into the binders that we sell. We also sometimes have problems with the centre sections
tearing out in larger magazines. Printing on thinner paper would solve these problems, but
result in worse print quality; something I am not keen on. Another option is for me to reduce the
number of constructional project articles in some issues. I think he was right that this strikes a
good balance, but perhaps I should make the occasional exception and run three project
articles in some months. That would allow us to include more feature articles. I think that makes
sense, but I wonder what our readers would think of that. The other option is to raise the cover
price which I am still trying to put off as long as possible and then use the extra revenue to print
larger magazines with more content. That makes me think that perhaps dropping to three
projects per issue from time to time is the best solution. It also occurred to me that we could
run some smaller, simpler projects which I want to do anyway; again, trying to strike a balance
which will free up more space for feature articles. That will help guide my decision-making when
it comes to figuring out which articles to run in future issues, based on what our readers want.
Letters to the Editor are submitted on the condition that Silicon Chip Publications Pty Ltd may

edit and has the right to reproduce in electronic form and communicate these letters. Odd GPO
socket might be a phone socket I would like to comment on the query in Ask Silicon Chip,
December on old electrical sockets, specifically, one with four flat pins p I am wondering if it
was actually a telephone socket, as he mentions it was in a small room which could be a
telephone room, for quietness and privacy. There was an old plug and socket standard used for
moving the telephone to another room before the more recent Telecom plugs and sockets, and
the modern RJ11 modular sockets. It had two horizontal blades in the centre, with another
horizontal blade below and a vertical blade on top. I saw several of these in older homes in
Adelaide in the s when I started as a Trainee Technician. John Hunter, the author of the September article on the history of GPOs, replies: That plug was used where telephones were wired
as a portable service. Usually, the phone was connected permanently via a terminal block. The
colours progressively dropped out as the battery voltage fell, but the red LEDs are still going. I
own a model 75 instrument, also purchased in the early s, and I had to replace the fusible
resistor about 25 years ago after making a mistake using the meter. At that time, Philips was the
local agent for Fluke in NZ, and I was able to buy a replacement from their trade store Philips
disappeared shortly after. I was not even aware that the DMM also incorporated two spark gaps
until I read the article; a hasty check confirmed that mine are still intact â€” whew! When the
October issue of Silicon Chip arrived in the mail, I was deeply immersed in the resuscitation of
an HP frequency synthesiser. This vintage piece of test equipment is the archetypical boat
anchor â€” one of the largest and heaviest units produced by Hewlett Packard â€” and is
breathtakingly involved in its design and construction. He also wrote about the importance of
FPGAs and ASICs as foundations of most modern technology, yet acknowledged the many
articles of a historic nature that had been submitted by passionate readers hoping to have their
favourite subject broadcast to the world. Maintaining a balance for his readership was a
complex and conflicting objective. Looking back over the decades, to those days before tablets,
mobile phones, computers and television, the primary interest for hobbyists was AM radio
reception. Radio and Hobbies catered for true beginners and experts alike. Back then, we
shopped at McGraths, Waltham Trading and Radio Parts for our components, and much later at
Hamfests and government disposals sales. For teenagers like me, being able to tackle
something as challenging as a television receiver was super cool, and I learned a lot about
electronics through the successful completion of a inch set. It served the family for quite a few
years into the sixties. Then came the Playmaster hifi amplifiers â€” just mono in their first
implementation, and we all just had to build one. And to ensure a well-rounded hobbyist
education, we ventured into carpentry by building vented enclosures housing high-performance
loudspeakers, usually imported from England. With the introduction of stereo, our parents
despaired as to where another monster speaker enclosure could be crammed into the family
living room of the day! The idea of a career in electronic engineering was starting to form, and
in , I completed a course in electrical engineering at the University of Melbourne. At the start of
the course, I fully expected to find employment on the production side of the then-burgeoning
consumer electronics industry. While electron tubes were still being manufactured in Sydney
and Adsiliconchip. Manufacturing had commenced in Melbourne, and we were confident of
being able to find challenging but satisfying jobs within the electronics industry. But the rise of
the US and Japanese electronics majors led to a major shift away from Australia for
investments in this industry, and any childhood ambitions of pursuing a career in electronics
faded fast in the mid-sixties. As it turned out, I spent most of my working life working for ICI and
later Orica, and my electronics interests were served simply through ongoing hobby work at
home. Looking back for them, it will be just as astonishing as it is for earlier generations like
mine. Nor will the need to troubleshoot poorly performing equipment using common sense,
logic and the application of those laws. The future of our amazing hobby is assured, and Silicon
Chip magazine and its contributors will play an ongoing role in communicating new and
important stuff to us all. Rob Fincher, McCrae, Vic. Logic-level Mosfet needed for 3. I found the
article on the 3GHz radar module siliconchip. I noticed, top left of page 52, there was a
suggested circuit using an IRF Since the output level of the module is likely 3V, but the gate
threshold of that Mosfet is about 3V and can be as high as 4V, it might not switch on fully and
could overheat with a high drain current or a big drain load. There are logic-level Mosfets
available, where the gate threshold is around 1. Its threshold voltage is about 2V. The
convenient part is that no resistors are required, which are needed with a BJT. Hugo Holden,
Minyama, Qld. Response: you have a point; we should have specified a logic-level Mosfet for
that job. While it is designed for a 5V gate drive, it will generally switch loads above 10A with a
3. The guide pointed out a hydrogen storage system there; see Malcolm Wheeler, Wellington,
NZ. Comment: we also briefly mentioned hydrogen storage of electricity on our article on
Grid-Scale Energy Storage April , p23; siliconchip. That did instil a bit of paranoia about

potentially damaging it at some stage, as I plan to order that unit. It seemed odd to me that it
would default to enabled. I found a note on So perhaps this has been fixed with the latest
drivers. Regardless, this is more than a little confusing, especially for those who intend to use it
with Windows and SDRSharp. Jim Rowe responds: frankly, I found the information regarding
enabling of the bias tee quite conflicting and confusing too. I still think that removing SMD
inductor L13 is a good idea â€” unless you want to power an up-front preamp or preselector, of
course. After nearly 50 years of programming experience, I am disappointed to see the same
mistakes occurring over and over again; do people learn nothing? I think the major problem is
that anyone can call themselves a computer programmer, without any formal training or
qualifications whatsoever. Dave Horsfall. North Gosford, NSW. Response: you are right. I also
experienced many months of appalling corporate inefficiency at the hands of Telstra and NBN.
In terms of peaceful internet access, I have never been happier. If I should ever move, I can take
the 4G modem and my phone services with me â€” no call centre interaction required. VOIP
providers such as Maxotel are these days really well organised, with locallybased tech-savvy
operators. I fervently hope that I never have to return to cable of any description. Solar panel
orientation: are we doing it wrong? According to an article from the ABC siliconchip. That could
mean that one homeowner has all their panels facing East and another West, or people could
have a mix of the two. If you think about it, this makes sense, since it will provide more power
during the morning and afternoon demand peaks, better matching supply with demand. It will
also help to reduce those very high mains voltages that we can sometimes see in the middle of
sunny days, as well as preventing grid-tied inverters from going offline due to high mains
voltages. Read the article for yourself and see if you think they are right. Apart from that, it is
streets ahead of the tester I made up years ago. My tester just had a voltmeter, ammeter and a
rocker switch to place a load of either 9W or 18W across the panel. Some have been cheap grid
connect-panels â€” typically rated at 60V opencircuit and 4A short-circuit. These faulty panels
have an open-circuit voltage of about 55V, and short-circuit current in strong sunlight of about
1A. A test last week in intense sun with a 9W load gave me I had the privilege of being shown
through the BP solar panel factory in Sydney in the early s. At the time, The solar panel shown
above has a clear fault where it is discoloured due to overheating. I have some BP 36W panels
and Solarex 37W panels, manufactured in , which are still working well. I have seen a lot more
faulty Solarex 37W panels than the BP types. The quality of BP panels fell sharply when they
started making 68W panels. A very large percentage developed high-resistance solder joints
between cells. The adjacent photo show where these faults have caused severe heating, which
makes them easy to identify, but most faulty panels had no obvious external signs. These
panels had been installed in strings of four. Faulty panels could not be identified by just
checking the opencircuit voltage and short-circuit current, as when a panel was short-circuited,
the fault disappeared, only to return some days later. That is why I made up a resistive tester,
which draws enough current to identify faulty panels without making the fault go away. I have
seen panels with delamination problems, often identifiable by tarnishing of the copper
connecting strips. The result is low insulation resistance, causing gridconnect inverters to shut
down or not start up. I reused some with that fault more than two years ago because they were
free , and they are still working well. I have also reused two panels from a house that caught
fire. The heat on the panels was so great, the junction boxes were melted into blobs and had to
be cut off with a Dremel to access the tinned copper strips coming out of the panel. I repainted
the backs of the panels, and they are still working well after more than two years. Honey Trina
imported a batch of panels with faulty laminations â€” again, mostly identified by looking at the
tarnishing. But Trina panels before and after that batch are high quality. Sid Lonsdale, Cairns,
Qld. Chiming clock projects wanted I like chiming clocks. That is, ones with real bells rather
than artificial electronic noisemakers. I have a couple of old wind-up wall clocks that sound
good, with real striking parts. I can always have an ordinary clock as well, just to look at the
time. I guess there would be a need for some sort of display though, and some interfacing for
setting it up. While I love reading Silicon Chip and get out my soldering tools on occasion, I
have insufficient design skills for such a project. I wonder if someone there would be inclined to
consider this idea, and maybe even develop an article or project kit. There must be people who,
like me, much prefer the sound of real chimes, and would appreciate not having to keep winding
and adjusting a purely mechanical clock. Comment: We have a project design coming up in the
February issue which uses solenoids to strike wind chimes. Perhaps that could be adapted to
do what you are asking. We will consider what needs to be changed to achieve that. Edison
Voicewriters for a good home I have both a recorder and a player of the s Edison brand
Voicewriter model, shown in the photos below. The only date I can find on either of them is 25th
August There is also some cabling some of which is rubberinsulated and so has deteriorated ,
and a mains transformer presumably for use with V AC. Thank you for your magazine. I have

returned to electronics my first career in my later life, and you have provided me with a
much-needed update on technologies such as Arduino and the like. SC john. Inverter
technology has reduced the size and weight of welding machines, which used to derive their
power from a mains frequency transformer, and the price of the machines and ease-of-use now
put them into the hands of DIY hobbyists. Microcontrollers are now at the heart of most welders,
controlling not just the basics like voltage and amperage used, but also pulse frequency and
even wave shape. I think this would make an informative and interesting article for Silicon Chip,
and I would also like to suggest that a DIY project could be developed and published, perhaps
building a controller to upgrade a simple, low-cost analog welding machine. I had a MIG welder
that consisted mainly of a large transformer with two outputs, for low and high power. I replaced
the transformer with a 5S 12P pack of Li-ion cells that I made up, and to power the wire-feed
motor, I added a small PWM motor speed controller module. I found that there was room to add
a A motor speed controller to regulate the power output, but the thin electrode wire I was using
0. My need was to repair body rust damage on my car to pass the rego inspection, requiring me
to cut out the rust and fabricate patches which I successfully welded in place. Very pleased, I
was. We also described the operation of the engine control unit ECU in detail. T here are very
many electronic control modules we could describe; probably enough to fill the magazine! So
we have selected the following few as representative and diverse systems. For details on how
data can be extracted from an ACM, see the video and instructions at siliconchip. The ACM
usually contains capacitors to store power during a crash in case vehicle power is lost. ACMs
store data about the crash that caused them to activate such as speed, throttle setting, brake
application, seat belt usage and other data at the time of impact. The ACM uses data such as
seat occupancy, occupant weight and crash severity to determine whether to inflate airbags,
which airbags to inflate, when to inflate them and how rapidly to inflate them. We published an
in-depth article on airbag systems in our November issue siliconchip. Some models can be
reused a limited number of times; 10 Silicon Chip Fig. It integrates sensors to detect an impact
with a processor to determine which airbags to fire, and components to send pulses to the
airbag s to trigger them. The large capacitors allow it to continue operating for some time, even
if the vehicle wiring or battery is damaged by the impact. Note the numerous connectors which
go to buses, sensors and actuators. Source: pacificmotors. The electronic control module is the
black case at the bottom, with the hydraulic valve body between it and at the pump at the top.
Source: abssteuergeraet. The pressure lost due to pulsing the brake line is made up by the
hydraulic pump. An ABS can release and reapply brake pressure as much as 15 times per
second. It increases brake pressure in an emergency. An emergency is sensed by such factors
as the speed at which a foot is removed from the accelerator and applied to the brake. Once an
emergency is assessed, full braking force is applied to the maximum permitted by the ABS
system. The rationale for this system is that most drivers do not apply the brakes forcefully
enough in an emergency. It has been shown to be highly effective in reducing rear-end
collisions. Catalytic converters cats convert nitrous oxides, hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide to nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide see Figs. Modern vehicles have oxygen
sensors before and after the converter to monitor the oxygen content in the exhaust stream.
The oxygen data is sent to the ECU to ensure optimal conditions inside the converter by
adjusting engine characteristics. A converter has two sections. The first reduces NOx to
Security concerns The extensive computerisation and networking of cars opens up new
opportunities for malicious individuals. Those with malicious intent can also possibly take
control of a car. Hopefully, security flaws are being patched as they are discovered, preferably
before that! The ECU constantly cycles between slightly rich oxygen poor and slightly lean
oxygen rich because the first stage needs to be oxygen-deficient and the second stage needs to
be oxygen-rich to work. Cylinder deactivation In some engines, especially six and eight cylinder
types but also those with four and even three cylinders! It involves special valve lifters, a
special manifold assembly and appropriate control by the ECU. The extra power of a larger
engine is available when needed. Other manufacturers have similar systems. For more details,
see our article in the January issue on cylinder deactivation in Honda V6 engines siliconchip.
Two different ways that traction and stability control can be implemented, as used on older and
newer vehicles, are shown in Figs. Fuel composition module This module is used in vehicles
that can run on E85 ethanol as well as normal fuel E10 or E0. There are two different catalyst
sections, plus oxygen sensors at the inlet and outlet which feed data to the ECU. Higher ethanol
concentrations require wider injector pulses as ethanol has about half the energy per litre of
petrol. However, ethanol also acts as an octane booster and charge cooler, allowing for more
timing advance and higher boost levels, provided there is enough fuel delivery capacity. Knock
sensor The knock sensor Figs. This can be due to inappropriate fuel, excessive cylinder
pressure, insufficient air-fuel ratio, excessive turbo or supercharger pressure, high operating

temperature, carbon deposits or other reasons. Knock can cause severe engine damage due to
the high pressures generated. A knock sensor generally uses a piezoelectric or inductive
sensor attached to the engine block or head that acts like a microphone. It is tuned to be
sensitive to the frequency of engine knock of the specific engine. Knock information is sent to
the ECU and engine adjustments such as timing, fuel mixture or boost pressure are made to
reduce or eliminate knock. Much heat is generated during the catalysis process. Catalysts also
contain valuable platinum, palladium and rhodium, making them expensive and a target for
thieves in some places. These sensors are sensitive enough that they can normally detect
incipient knock before it is a problem and make slight adjustments to avoid it. This allows
vehicles to take advantage of high-octane fuel providing better power and economy when it is
used while still allowing lower octane fuel to be used without risk of damage. Launch control
Launch control is built into a number of high-performance vehicles. Like traction control, its
purpose is to limit wheel spin, but unlike traction control, it maintains the engine at the
maximum RPM possible for the best acceleration from a stationary position see Fig. Some
wheel slip may be permitted, consistent with maximum acceleration. The GM Camaro ZL1
adjusts engine torque times per second to maximise acceleration without excessive slipping.
Such systems require an electronic accelerator pedal throttle-by-wire or a transmission brake.
Traction control modules can be added to certain vehicles as aftermarket accessories, or
launch control can be part of other engine control functionality. When pressure is applied left ,
the primary and secondary arms are locked together, so the intake and exhaust valves operate
normally. When pressure is removed right , the arms unlock, and the valves no longer open. The
ECU switches off the fuel injectors and spark plugs for those cylinders at the same time. A fully
charged regular car battery is That rounds to 14V, so 42V is then triple the standard car
electrical system voltage. The voltage chosen had to be under 50V due to shock hazards. A
higher standard voltage was chosen because it allows for a lighter wiring harness; three times
the voltage means one third the current for the same power, and the thickness of wiring is
dependent on current, not voltage. A further advantage of a higher voltage is that motors such
as window winders, electric power steering pumps etc can be smaller and lighter.
Disadvantages are that the higher DC voltage requires more expensive switches due to more
arcing, there was already a lot of support for the 12V system, and the need for the 42V system
was reduced with the development of more efficient motors and multiplexed data buses
requiring less wiring. Also, most hybrids have dual-voltage electrical systems anyway. This
photo shows four wheel speed sensors, a steering angle sensor, yaw-rate sensor, the controller
and the hydraulic unit. This data is used by the ECU to deliver the correct air-fuel ratio in both
open-loop and closed-loop modes in conjunction with the oxygen sensor in the latter mode. It is
important to measure the mass of air rather than its volume, because the volume varies
according to air temperature and pressure, but a given mass of air will always have the same
amount of oxygen. Most MAF devices use either a hot wire or moving vane technology for mass
measurement. Airflow is controlled by the throttle body which contains a butterfly valve. The
ECU monitors the accelerator pedal position and sets the throttle position. In this case, mass
airflow is calculated by knowing the air temperature and engine RPM and using a lookup table
for fueling. This older design uses a second electronically-controlled throttle butterfly to reduce
engine torque when wheel spin is detected more modern systems would send signals to the
existing motorised throttle. The main input signals are from the wheel speed sensors, which are
shared with the anti-skid system. In addition to the wheel speed inputs, it has a yaw rate sensor
and a steering angle sensor, which it can compare to determine if the vehicle is travelling in the
intended path or not. As throttle closure takes time, traction control systems will also adjust
spark timing possibly even disabling it to quickly reduce engine output when the wheels spin
during acceleration. Then in , Toyota offered it in their Japanese Prius model. Self-parking cars
can fit into smaller spaces than many drivers can achieve manually. A self-parking system
requires a motorised steering wheel normally via the electric steering assistance system plus
several sensors such as ultrasonic distance sensors, radar and cameras to provide inputs to
the car computer systems about surrounding obstacles, so the car can be manoeuvred into
position see Fig. Both parallel and perpendicular parking can be performed, depending on the
system. It may also perform other functions, as in the Hella brand unit shown. It operates on the
principle of total internal reflection of a light beam. This occurs with no water on the upper
outside reflecting surface, but if water is present, some light is lost and the loss of signal is
interpreted as rain. Late model Teslas also use their video cameras to detect rain. These
systems generally have a sensitivity setting controlled by the driver. Benefits include improved
fuel economy due to the alternator only providing power when necessary, and longer lamp and
switch life due to more accurate voltage control. The PCM powertrain control module sends a
5V variable duty cycle signal to it to control the output voltage from 11V to We have had several

letters in Mailbag in the past from readers complaining about vehicle battery undercharging.
Traction control system TCS The purpose of a TCS is to stop the driven wheels losing traction
during acceleration, especially on slippery surfaces such as wet or oily roads see Fig. In most
modern vehicles, it is now part of the ESC system, but it might also be Fig. It determines the
percentage of ethanol in the fuel flowing through it. This is used to apply corrections to the
engine map to optimise operation at a wide range of percentages. The mass on top of the
piezoelectric crystal helps tune the device to be sensitive to the frequency of the knock
vibrations. Some vehicles usually those with larger engines can have multiple knock sensors. It
monitors wheel speed and if there is a mismatch between the speed of the driven wheels, or
between the driven and undriven wheels, engine power power is reduced or a wheel may be
braked via the ABS electrohydraulic system to stop the slipping wheel spinning excessively. In
our article on fluidics August ; siliconchip. This created a fluidic computer to change gears as
needed. This technology has now been replaced with a TCU that operates the transmission via
electronic solenoids see Fig. It uses many inputs such as engine RPM, throttle position, recent
driving history, speed, whether the vehicle is going uphill or downhill, whether the wheels have
traction or not, torque converter slippage, transmission temperature, traction control system
state, cruise control state etc. The TCU also monitors natural wear in the transmission such as
of the clutches, and it makes alterations to transmission operation to compensate for wear.
Outputs are also sent to other control modules such as the cruise control and error codes for
faults can also be generated to be shown on dash warning lights and the OBD system. These
might be used when a modern engine and transmission have been retrofitted into a classic car,
or for drag racing. An aftermarket TCU uses the more basic inputs of engine and road speed,
throttle position or manifold vacuum and selected gear. Typical changes made are the point of
torque converter lockup, gear change points and shift speed. Some vehicles are said not to be
shipped with optimal TCU settings from the factory and benefit greatly from changes. One such
vehicle is apparently the Land Fig. The wires are electrically heated and the mass of air flowing
past them cools them. The current required to keep the wires at a constant temperature is
therefore proportional to the mass of air moving past them. Source: Wikimedia user Jeff It
coordinates inputs from range sensors and controls the steering. Total internal reflection is
achieved with no rain, but there is some signal loss with water on the glass. Cruiser ; see
siliconchip. Apart from the modules described above, there are numerous others, often
particular to certain manufacturers or models. Examples include steering, brakes, throttle, gear
shifting and when some are combined together, automatic parking. Currently, full
steering-by-wire systems are illegal in most places; there is a requirement for a mechanical
linkage to the Fig. They are generally attached to the windscreen above the rear vision mirror.
Artificial lighting is distinguished from natural lighting due to different spectra. This particular
sensor is of modular construction, and car manufacturers can choose additional functionality
such as humidity measurement, a solar sensor to adjust the air conditioning, adjustment of
head-up display brightness and adaption to windscreen conditions such as dirt. Source: Hella.
However, in some countries there are already cars on the road with no such mechanical linkage,
including the Infiniti Q50 from onwards. Electric servo operation of steering is possible and is
used in most current vehicles. Drive-by-wire systems allow for more design flexibility, less
weight and better computer control over vehicle systems and potentially, more reliability.
Computer control might be seen as a bad thing as there are possible security malicious hacking
issues enabling unauthorised persons to take control over the car, and the possibility of an
electronic failure rendering the vehicle uncontrollable. However, that can happen with
mechanical linkages too. The technology has proven safe and effective on aircraft and is
accepted. Drive-by-wire leads the way to autonomous vehicle operation. Note that conventional
mechanical systems such as powerassisted steering or brakes will still work even if the power
assistance servo fails. Note the use of 42V. Source: after Wikimedia user Rhoseinnezhad. But it
is somewhat complicated and costly to build. Not this one, though! It uses the BK digital radio
chip which is cheap and readily available, and requires only a handful of discrete components
to work. The resulting radio covers the AM and FM broadcast bands plus shortwave from 2. For
many years, the standard AM receiver was a superheterodyne circuit with a mixer stage that
combined the incoming signal with a local oscillator. The resulting intermediate frequency
signal was then further amplified and fed into an envelope detector that extracted the audio
component. Finally, audio amplification was provided to drive a loudspeaker. When transistors
replaced valves, initially, the design philosophy remained much the same. Such receivers and
those which preceded them, such as super-regenerative and tuned radio frequency [TRF]
receivers required multiple tuned circuits, many of them adjustable. But with the advancement
of technology, analog circuits have largely been replaced by digital techniques. The BK is a
good example of this. Its functions are described in the following PDF document from Jaycar:

siliconchip. We reckoned that we could do more with the chip, and build a more capable radio,
hence this design. Alternatively, you can use a larger box and include an internal speaker.
Either way, it delivers 0. The current band, tuning range and frequency are displayed clearly on
a backlit character LCD screen. That being the case, we decided to use some larger passive
SMDs to keep the overall device compact, without making it too hard to put together.
Performance Performance is reasonable for such a simple design. On the FM band, I found an
internal wire length to be quite adequate to pick up many stations in the Melbourne area with
good quality. I do have line-of-sight to the Mt Dandenong towers, however. The AM band suffers
from interference from various sources, and switchmode power supplies in the vicinity will
create background noise. Moving away from such sources gives reasonable quality. I got the
best results by taking it into my car and running it off the car battery. All you have to do is tell it
which band s you want to listen to, display its details and amplify the audio output. Circuit
description While the simplest radio designs using the BK require only a few discrete
components plus an audio amplifier, my design is rather more ambitious, but thanks to the use
of an Arduino Nano, still manageable. The circuit I came up with is shown in Fig. While this
would appear to be the sensible approach, documentation on how to do this is rather sparse,
and the translation from Chinese leaves a lot to be desired. My design leaves this as a future
option, but for now, an analog tuning approach is used. There are a total of 18 preprogrammed
frequency ranges available, and the simplest way is to have a voltage divider connected to
TUNE1 pin 1 , which is the tuning supply voltage and very close to 1. But I have used a different
approach. The user controls the band using 6-position rotary switch S2. Why six position? I
decided to split up each of the shortwave bands into two more on why I did this later. IC1 is the
audio amplifier. It needs to be more accurate than the band selection voltage, hence the higher
resolution. The reference voltage for this DAC is the 1. This ratiometric approach ensures that
an accurate voltage will be generated regardless of the BK chip variations. If we take the FM
band as an example, there are channels spaced at kHz intervals. One bit of the bit DAC
represents about This is more than an adequate safety margin in resolution It gets a bit tighter
on the shortwave bands. There are channels spaced at 5kHz on the 9. Again, we have a
sufficient safety margin. But a bit DAC would have less than two steps between channels, which
would be quite inadequate. There are two RF inputs on the BK chip. It receives the FM signal at
pin 2. Reference designs include a preamplifier using an NPN transistor, but I opted to use a
grounded-gate JFET as this gives good gain and a high stability margin. This presented
something of a design challenge. An internal varicap tunes the ferrite rod to the correct
frequency. But there are not many pre-wired ferrite rods available â€” the only one Jaycar sells
is their Cat LF I found the performance of this one not very satisfactory. A better option is to use
their LF ferrite rod, which is mm long and 9mm diameter. With 65 turns of 24AWG 0. The Q of
such a coil is not particularly high, and it is preferable to use Litz wire, but it is challenging to
strip and tin each strand. Because I wanted some degree of tuning on this preamplifier, I used
different inductors for the various bands, which brings me back to why I divided up the
shortwave bands into two. My original intention was to use a readily available varicap diode,
type BB, which has a range of about 20â€”pF with a tuning voltage of 10â€”0. This tuning
voltage was to be generated by the second DAC in IC3, and amplified by a rail to rail op-amp
running off 12V. The varicap range is such that it would cover the appropriate band with the
chosen inductor. By using an appropriate formula, the tuning voltage could be calculated by the
micro. However, this just did not seem to work at all; the best result obtained was with the
varicap set to minimum capacitance regardless of the band or frequency. Based on the BK
documentation, I gathered that its internal varicap only operated on the AM band. But I suspect
that it also works on the SW bands, although the documentation does not describe this. The op
amp and varicap of the original prototype were therefore unnecessary, so I removed them in the
final design. You will see that there is a 2. As the ranges are set at the factory by internal
programming, this could have been an anomalous chip. Replacing the chip gave me the correct
range. Fortunately, if this happens to you, it is easy to correct by altering just a few numbers in
the program code. By replacing it with a resistor, the HF performance is not significantly
affected, and it has a minimal effect on the AM band. Obviously, they cannot protect against a
direct or even nearby strike, but will prevent damage to Q3 from general lightning activity. The
pF coupling capacitor, in combination with the inductor L1-L4 selected by rotary switch S2a
peaks the shortwave preamp response around the selected frequency band. Band selection
details Getting back to band selection, S2b selects from equally-spaced voltages between 0 and
5V, generated by a chain of 2. This ADC has a bit resolution, so that the values read are
approximately 0, , , , and By truncating the last two digits we get 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and Then dividing
by two and adding one gives the selected band number, from one to six. The Arduino code then
uses a lookup table to find the value needed to generate the appropriate band select voltage for

the BK chip. This is a more versatile arrangement than using a resistor network to generate the
voltage directly, as it can easily be programmed to select any of the different bands available.
Switch positions 3 and 4 both select the 2. However, different inductor values are chosen as
part of the SW filter by S2a for each shortwave position. The Arduino Nano module is available
at very low cost and has the advantage of providing regulated 5V and 3. The LCD module is the
popular 16x2 type that is widely available. The Nano is a 5V device, while the BK runs from 3. So
schottky diodes D2 and D3 are used along with pull-up resistors to 3. Tuning is controlled via
incremental rotary encoder RE1. If it is high, the frequency is increased by the appropriate step,
and if low, it is decreased. This scheme works with either momentary or level type encoders.
The pushbutton switch integrated with the rotary encoder is connected to INT1 digital input D3.
This is used to toggle between the step sizes on different bands. On the FM band, only a kHz
step size is used, as it does not take too long to sweep across the band. All four shortwave
bands have step sizes that can be set to 5kHz, 50kHz and kHz. Audio amplification The audio
output section is fairly straightforward. The tone control potentiometer VR3 at minimum
resistance gives a -3dB point of about Hz. This works by forming a variable low-pass filter in
combination with the 2. The audio amplifier is an SSM chip which will deliver about 0. The
phono jack is configured to cut off the signal to the loudspeaker when phones are inserted.
Power supply The original idea was to run the radio from a 12V DC plugpack. There are plenty of
switchmode ones available, but they generate so much hash as to make the AM band all but
useless. You could use one which has an iron-cored transformer, but they are almost
impossible to buy new now. We use this and rectify its output using bridge recsiliconchip. No
diagram is shown for these as none of them are super-critical. A resistive divider between its
output, GND pins and the actual circuit ground 0V lifts its output to 8V while retaining decent
regulation. The Nano module has a 5V regulator, which powers the ATmega micro and also the
audio amplifier. Tests showed that with sustained maximum audio output, this regulator does
not overheat as long as its input voltage is no higher than about 8V. However, s are not as
common to find as s are. By the way, the nF capacitor across the input to bridge rectifier BR1
may seem redundant, but it helps to filter out any unwanted RF picked up by the supply leads.
Debugging interface A simplified RS serial interface is provided by transistors Q1 and Q2, which
operate as level shifters. The LCD module shows the selected band on the top line and the set
frequency on the bottom line. When another frequency is selected by the tuning knob, the new
set frequency and current step size is written into the EEPROM after about half a second.
Sourcing the components We know that sourcing components can be a challenge, so the ones
used in this design were carefully chosen so that they are available from local suppliers such as
Jaycar, Altronics and element In some cases, you might have to buy multiples of the one item.
For the full details, see the parts list below. If you have some experience soldering
surfacemount components, the assembly should not present any problems for you. First, locate
its pin 1 dot in the top corner and line it up with the pin 1 indicator on the PCB. Spread some
flux paste over the pads, place the chip and carefully tack down one corner pin. Use a magnifier
to verify that the other seven pins are correctly located over their pads. If not, re-melt the solder
on that tacked pin and gently nudge it into position. Repeat until it is precisely located, then
solder all the pins and again use a magnifier to check for bridges between pins. If you find any,
add extra flux paste and clean up the bridge s using solder wick. The remaining ICs have twice
the pin pitch 1. Use a similar technique to fit those, making sure in each case to check the pin 1
orientation before soldering. Follow with the four small transistors and the four diodes. The
orientation of each transistor will be obvious, but you will have to check probably under
magnification for the cathode stripe on 26 Silicon Chip the diodes to determine their correct
orientations. The SMD resistors and capacitors are all either 2. The SMD resistors will be printed
with a tiny code on top that identifies their value eg, [18 x ] or [ x ] indicates 1. Make sure each
component goes in the correct location as per Fig. Through-hole parts Next, fit the low-profile
through-hole parts: the 1W resistor, axial inductors and the bridge rectifier watch the orientation
â€” the positive terminal should be marked. The watch crystal, X1, is laid over on its side and
held down with a loop of wire soldered to the board use a component lead offcut. That will make
the final construction steps a bit more tricky, though. Also, if you live in a strong signal area,
you could use FM antenna connector CON6 off the board and just solder a length of wire to its
central pad. Either way, make sure that its pinout matches the PCB silkscreen. The last part to
fit on this side of the board is inductor L8, which is wound using six turns of 0. Space out the
windings so that the coil is 7mm long, then cut it to length, strip the enamel off the ends of the
wires using emery paper or a sharp knife , tin the wires and solder the coil to the board where
shown. If pin 2 is GND, you will need to cut the header pins off and add siliconchip. There are a
few optional components, such as the debugging header CON3. This diagram also shows most
of the external wiring. At right, the photo shows the assembled PCB mounted in the case. Note

that this is an early prototype board so there could be some minor differences between this and
the PCB overlay opposite. The LCD screen mounts on the underside of the board. Solder its
header strip in place, then check that it has a pin header attached; if not, solder it now. Plug it
into the socket and attach it to the board using the tapped spacers and machine screws. The
easiest and best solution is to also buy a smaller ferrite rod antenna, such as the Jaycar LF,
carefully remove the windings from that rod and then gently slip them over the longer rod. We
suggest a free prosiliconchip. In the upper left-hand corner, modify the COM port number to
match your Nano. So it is quite easy to modify. BASCOM is commercial software; there is a free
demo version available which can produce binaries up to 4KB in size, but the radio software is
larger than that. Messages will appear at the bottom of the window, hopefully indicating that the
programming was successful. The most likely cause of any problem an incorrect port selection.
The board assembly is now complete. You will need some sort of antenna connected to verify
that the radio is working â€” at this stage, the FM antenna is probably the easiest to organise. A
length of wire might be good enough for initial testing. If not, you might need a better antenna,
or you could have a problem in or around transistor Q4, IC4, crystal X1 or audio amplifier IC1.
Assuming it all checks out, proceed to finish the build. You can then cut the panel to size and
cut out the holes with a sharp hobby knife. But before you glue it to the lid, attach the PCB to
the rear so that you can hide the mounting screws. The radio board attaches to the back of the
lid using the 15mm spacers, with countersunk screws through the lid and regular machine
screws holding the PCB to the spacers. Once the panel has been glued in place, you can attach
the nuts to hold the potentiometer s , rotary encoder and rotary switch to the panel, then attach
the knobs after cutting down any shafts which are too long. You will also need to drill a hole
somewhere in the side of the box for the barrel power socket. Once you drop the lid into the
box, the FM and SW sockets will be accessible via holes in the left-hand side. Alternative,
smaller. The photo above shows a 3. The other difference is that it uses a standard UB2 jiffy box
instead of the more expensive and larger ABS case. The photos show how the assembled BK
receiver board is an easy fit in the smaller case. Construction is basically the same as the larger
version. For the ferrite rod, this is simple; you just need to attach a two-way plug to the end of a
short piece of shielded cable or twin-lead. Solder this to the primary winding on the ferrite rod.
The power wiring is slightly more complicated see Fig. If your switch has more than two
contacts, pick two which are connected when the switch toggle is down but open when up. One
possible pitfall is that barrel sockets often have three solder tabs, one of which is disconnected
when a plug is inserted. So make sure the outer barrel contact you solder to is not that one.
Finally, wire up the headphone socket and speaker as per Figs. Start by identifying the switched
and unswitched tip and ring contacts on the socket and joining them together, turning it into a
mono socket. Connect the sleeve tab back to the middle pin of the plug for CON7. The contacts
which connect to the ring and sleeve when a plug is inserted then go to pin 1 of CON7.
Alternatively, fit a two pin or more connector somewhere on the box, with a matching plug for
the external speaker. One good option for this external speaker is to use an unpowered
computer speaker, which usually has a 3. Once all this wiring is complete, you can plug all the
wires into the appropriate headers on the board, then give it all a final test before buttoning it up
ie, attaching the lid to the box. You should be able to do this using the selftapping screws
supplied with the box. You can now enjoy listening to your radio! Front panel artwork, as shown
in the photo opposite, can also be downloaded from siliconchip. Lid drilling detail for the Jiffy
Box version. This, along with front panel artwork to suit is available from siliconchip. With
design complexity increasing, collaboration is becoming even more critical, and this is what
Altium aims to achieve. We also have a brief overview of some new features in AD A s part of
our review of Altium Designer 20 in December siliconchip. As we noted in that review, many
people are still using versions of Altium Designer as old as version But us- ers who want to
make full use of Altium will need to run Altium Designer 20 or later. Altium You might have seen
a glimpse of Altium in our April Product Showcase siliconchip. Altium of which Altium Viewer is
only a small part is a cloud-based companion to Altium Designer and provides tools and
features which, we think, will be useful to many people. In our review of Altium Designer 20, we
noted that being such a small team, we are not sure how we would make use of the cloud
features of Altium Most of our PCBs are planned, designed, built and tested by one or two
people. It turns out that it has other features that are very useful to us too. In fact, many people
who have never used Altium Designer could make good use of Altium There are four different
ways of working with Altium The Viewer is similar to the one built into Altium Designer. You can
click on items to see properties and even render and navigate a 3D view of the PCB or
assembly. The Viewer can be embedded in an external webpage for example, on your own
website , with configurable features such as a variety of export formats. The Viewer also lacks
the collaborative features of Altium The Viewer is found at To use Altium Basic, you need to

register on the Altium Live website. The process here is similar to most online services; your
account is linked to an email address. If you are currently using Altium Designer, then you most
likely have an Altium Live registration already and use it for your Altium license. If you have an
Altium subscription, then you can also make use of the Standard version of Altium , which
includes integration with Altium Designer. The easiest way of getting access to a particular
Workspace and also easily set up an Altium Live login is to be invited by someone who has
access to that Workspace. An invitation sends an email which will also prompt for information
to complete the registration process, if that has not already happened. Screen2: the Projects
view in the web portal shows a preview of each project and a brief summary, including
information about recent changes. Clicking on any project allows it to be viewed, with a similar
interface to Altium Designer. Altium Viewer siliconchip. Rather than having to import a file, the
cloud nature of Altium allows projects to be stored and managed online see Screen2. Typically,
a project will be uploaded by someone using Altium Designer. Once a project is opened, the
window appears very similar to the Viewer, but with more options, including a function to open
it in Altium Designer. Many different views are available in Altium Basic, besides those which
are available in Altium Designer. For example, Project History provides a graphical,
chronological view of changes that have occurred in a project as shown in Screen3. For
example, inside our small organisation, the staff members who lay out our articles do not need
to use Altium Designer, but could benefit from being able to view and comment on designs, or
even render specific views of a PCB for publication. One of the apparent benefits is being able
to share information with those outside your organisation, such as PCB manufacturers and
assemblers. Effectively, Altium Standard is available for all Altium Designer 20 users who have
a current subscription. It is well integrated into AD Apart from logging in to use your license,
you just need to activate the Workspace within Altium Designer. Indeed, this is probably the
best way to make use of it. To start using Altium , click on the cloud icon at upper right and
click on the Workspace, which will connect Altium Designer to the Workspace Screen4. While
Altium Basic allows Altium Designer files to be viewed online, Altium Standard also provides
the option to make files available online. Unlike other cloud solutions where the files are simply
stored elsewhere, a formal version control system based on the widely used open-source VCS
Git keeps synchronised copies and backups both locally and remotely. A dialog box appears,
allowing some properties to be set Screen5. Set the option to Enable Formal Version Control
unless you have your own version control system in place. After this, the project moves to the
Altium workspace. Some extra status icons appear in the Projects Panel relating to the version
control. Some more menu options Screen3: the History feature in the web portal shows a
summary of changes to a project, and is a visual guide to the version control, such as edits and
releases and who made them. The three-dot buttons in the corner of each panel allow a
snapshot to be downloaded or cloned. Our Workspace is named Concord Pro, reflecting that
Altium is a progression of the older Concord platform. The Basic version of Altium provides
these menu options for managing your workspace. At this stage, the files are available in the
cloud, but are not necessarily visible to other users in the Workspace. By default, they are not
visible to anyone except administrators and the person who uploaded them. This aspect is
carefully controlled so that you can limit who can view and edit your files. These features are
even handy for people working solo, as they now have access to cloud-backed versions of their
designs. Sharing projects with other people can be done with varying degrees of granularity.
There are options to provide view-only or full edit access, as well as being able to set up groups
of people to streamline this process see Screen7. Once designs have been shared like this,
users with Basic access can view the designs. One useful collaborative feature is the ability to
place comments on the designs. Comments can be applied to schematics circuit diagrams or
PCB files, and can be viewed and edited through both Altium Designer and the Altium Basic
portal. This streamlines communication between those who have access to Altium Designer and
those who do not. Once the issue has been resolved, the comment can be marked as such and
it disappears, so as not to clutter the display. After this, the Manufacture section is populated
with the output files, which can also be viewed through the web portal. Sharing As well as
integrating with those people who are working siliconchip. Simply committing the project will
prompt for any other actions that need to be done before the project is synchronised and up to
date. Screen7: when connected to a workspace, new icons appear that reflect the state of the
project, including whether it is correctly synchronised with the online version control. Pushing
changes into shared projects is as simple as rightclicking and choosing the correct option; you
will be prompted to save if necessary. Parts can be compared, including live information like
supplier stock levels and prices. In this case, the recipient is sent a link, and the file is made
available through the Altium Viewer interface. Either a generic link can be generated making the
file available to anyone who has the link , or the link can be sent directly to a specific person,

which also makes it possible for that person to comment. The links expire after 48 hours.
Components Managing component and part libraries is also integrated into Altium This makes it
easy to monitor component designs, check that they are consistent and current, and manage
their life cycle. This is accessible through the web portal Altium Basic too. The Library Migrator
menu item under File menu can be used to import a local library into Altium This shared
component library is one of the most useful features for us, so once one member of the team
has created a component symbol and footprint, anyone can use it from then on. Mechanical
integration Altium Standard also offers tools relating to managing workflows. More similar
options might become available in the future. This allows people working on aspects of the
mechanical design or even marketing to be involved without requiring a full Altium license.
Changes need to be effected within Altium Designer and saved back into the cloud; these
changes can then be checked from within Solidworks. Altium Pro The kind folks at Altium also
allowed us to try an evaluation version of Altium Pro. This works similarly to Altium Standard,
integrating Altium Designer 20 with the cloud portal, but offers more features. Component
management A significant feature of Altium Pro is component management, which goes beyond
what is available in the Standard version. These features are available through the Properties
panel and the Components panel. Octopart aggregates supplier and manufacturer data, which is
accessed seamlessly through Altium This can help streamline component changes and
replacements by flagging which projects might need to be changed as a consequence of a
component change. This can be viewed through the web portal, but can only be set through
Altium Designer 20, once it has connected with an Altium Pro workspace. With all libraries and
projects connected through the cloud platform, other features become possible. When a part is
selected, this section displays the projects which use a given component. This provides an
easy way to deal with part obsolescence or manufacturing problems with a particular
component. When a part needs to be replaced or altered, Where Used can quickly identify the
affected projects and allow them to be adjusted as necessary Screen This might involve
creating a new version of the part, perhaps with a different footprint to correct a manufacturing
issue. Or a new part can be substituted once an old part is unavailable. Changes to projects can
be tagged with the reason for the change under version control, providing traceability.
Component templates Another feature that Altium Pro includes is Component Templates, which
are templates for common components such as resistors. The principle is that a circuit can be
laid out using template components, which have only the minimum necessary information
attached for example, resistance. This prevents the schematic design from being bogged down
with needing information that is not necessary at that stage. The other parameters can be
configured later. Default values can be set too. Templates are set up with sample data in the
Altium Pro workspace, so these can be used immediately. Like some of the other Pro features,
this appears to be aimed at larger teams, where one team member might be responsible for
drawing the circuit, and another can work independently on choosing the correct parts to use.
Parts Requests Another feature which is handy for larger teams, especially those that may have
dedicated staff for maintaining component libraries, is Parts Request. As the name suggests, a
user can request a part to be created and added to the Library. There are fields for manufacturer
part number, request state, component type, date required and room to add attachments for
example, data sheets and notes. The act of assigning the task triggers an email to the necessary
person to initiate the process. This is done through the web portal, so can be initiated by
anyone with an Altium Live login. Larger organisations might need to create finegrained
permissions, especially if there are similar roles within different projects, requiring differing
policies. A simplified version of the Teams option exists within the Standard version of Altium
Standard, with a limited number of roles available. Note how the gaps between the pins at
lower-right are completely pinched off but might open up if a narrower track is chosen. No more
guessing whether or not a track will fit! Screen another new feature of Altium Designer 21 is
single sign-on SSO support to streamline users logging in. This allows people to use their usual
company credentials to log in to an existing Altium Live account giving access to the company
license to use the software Cost Altium has a simple price model for Altium Pro. It can only be
applied to all seats within a given license. Note that you could have more people than seats; the
seat number sets the maximum number of people that can use the software simultaneously.
There are servers located around the globe. Currently, Australian clients connect to a server in
Singapore, although that might change in the future. We think that most Altium users could
benefit from using Altium Pro, but those who will get the most out of it will be larger
organisations, who have the most to gain from the Pro features. Even in our small team, we
found that using Altium was quicker and easier than trying to package and email projects or use
a shared drive; the web interface works as intuitively as Altium Designer and the integration
between the two is excellent. We are in the process of moving our library into the shared library

in our Altium workspace. That will allow us to synchronise added parts more smoothly than
when we were working in the same office! Altium Designer 21 Many of the changes in Altium
Designer 20 were intended to smooth the way for new features to appear in future releases.
Some of these new features make an appearance in Altium Designer One such feature is
dynamic polygons. Instead of having to repour polygons large copper areas manually, the PCB
editor will do it as needed. Interactive routing will also check for signal integrity whilst routing is
occurring. This is handy for those working with differential pairs and other high-speed designs.
Also, length tuning options now include trombone and sawtooth patterns. Altium Designer 20
introduced an improved simulation engine, and AD21 makes better use of it. There is now a
Simulation Dashboard which operates somewhat like a software wizard, stepping through the
stages needed to set up and run simulations. AD21 also has a generic simulator library for
many standard component types. Design Rules AD21 can define design rules on a per-object
basis, and objects have rules as characteristics. This is in addition to the existing Design Rules
window and can be found by switching to Document view or by adding a Design Rule to a
selected object. This is a great aid to visualising that flexible designs are correct. These
different views can be captured and used in the Draftsman drawing creator to help others to
understand the intended product. Changes can be made in MCAD and pushed back to Altium,
for example if the mechanical team need to make changes to the board shape or mounting
holes. Two NTC-type temperature sensor inputs and two control output. Large Temperature
Indicator with range Indeed, simply having an automatic online backup of your local files is a
handy feature. Many of the useful cloud features are available for free with the Viewer and Basic
platforms, or at no extra cost beyond licensing Altium Designer for the Standard platform. For
securely sharing and keeping copies of files and projects, the experience is quite seamless. A
single, shared library will be much easier to maintain, and will ensure that a consistent style is
maintained between our designs. It will also mean that if one of us discovers an error and fixes
it, it will be fixed for us all. With it becoming easier to import components from online sources,
we expect to spend less time creating and managing components in the future. We definitely
recommend that anyone that uses Altium Designer have a look at Altium , given that they can
take advantage of the features of the Standard version at no additional cost. A good way to start
is to join one of the frequent webinars that are available to Altium license holders. Rated at 6 A
phase current, weighing 8. Connector is an option. Suitable for raw and waste water. Supplied
with 20m cable. With both soft sound and a real beat, it could relax a baby, puppy or kitten for
sleeping, or even help you sleep better yourself. M any newborns â€” human babies as well as
pets â€” are unsettled when left alone to sleep. Just being able to cuddle up to the sound of a
heartbeat can help with their anxiety. The MiniHeart is a small gizmo that produces a low-level
soothing heartbeat sound, mimicking that of a real heart. The beat rate can be adjusted so that it
more accurately matches the rate of the heart it is to emulate, while a timer will shut off the
heartbeat after a set time. The unit is switched on and off with a toggle switch with the actuating
lever only protruding slightly outside the box. This is to prevent any injury to a baby. It is fully
enclosed into a plastic case that clips together, and we have added extra screw supports to
make sure it stays shut. That way, the two internal AAA cells will not be easily accessed to
cause a choking hazard. We recommend enclosing the device into a cloth bag that is sewn or
zippered shut. That provides an extra margin of choke hazard safety which is necessary when
used with a baby. We should point out that the simulated heartbeat is not a loud sound â€” it is
not meant to be. It is more like the subtle sound of a real beating heart; it needs to be placed
close to the ear, and is felt more than heard. Think of it as a tiny heart, but in a rounded
rectangular prism shape. A loud heartbeat sound would require a large loudspeaker properly
baffled to produce bass along with an amplifier with a reasonable amount of power. Neither of
these are a feature of the MiniHeart but could be added externally. These two sounds are
produced by the closing of heart valves required to pump blood efficiently. These are the
electrical signals sent to the heart muscles, and when monitored with electrodes on the skin,
are useful for diagnosing heart problems. Electrode readings do not represent the sounds and
vibrations made by the heart; heartbeat sounds are heard using a stethoscope. The pulse rate is
This removes the high-frequency signals so that only the heartbeat waveform remains. The red
waveform is the PWM output from the microcontroller, IC1, while the green waveform is its
average value after filtering out the PWM pulse frequency. For convenience, we show a
sinewave, although any wave shape could be generated. The green wave shows the signal that
appears after the low-pass filter has removed all of the higher frequencies. Note that this PWM
signal is a representation only â€” in reality, the frequency of the PWM signal is very much
higher around times higher! Overleaf, we show the various scope waveforms for the MiniHeart.
Scope1-Scope3 show the general operation. This is to prevent the heartbeat from sounding too
artificial. It simulates the variation in heartbeat rate and timing of a real heart. It drives the small

loudspeaker in bridge mode, to maximise the power output from the limited 3V DC supply. The
loudspeaker is weighted, ie, the speaker cone has a weight attached to it. This is so that
low-frequency vibrations will be heard and felt. Circuit details The full circuit is shown in Fig. At
its heart! Once the value is read, the GP5 output goes low again 0V to conserve power. When in
position 1, trimpot VR1 adjusts the heartbeat rate. When in position 2, VR1 adjusts the timeout
period. The heartbeat rate can be set from 42 to beats per minute BPM. The timeout can be set
between two minutes and four hours. The instantaneous voltage of the green waveform equals
the average voltage of the red waveform. In reality, the pulse frequency would be much higher
in comparison to the reconstructed waveform. Here you can see the detail of the second-order
low-pass filter, the AC-coupling capacitors to the inputs of IC2 and the series resistors which
set its gain. LED1 responds to the average voltage delivered to the speaker, so it starts to light
once sound is being produced. So after charging timeout value via VR1, power must be
switched off and on again for the new timeout to take effect. The heartbeat generation switches
off after the set timeout period. This conserves power in case it is left switched on. If JP1 is
removed then the pin 6 GP1 input is not held high or low. The voltage can float at a voltage
anywhere between 0V and 3V. This can lead to high current consumption in IC1, reducing cell
life, as digital inputs are supposed to be in one state or the other. So IC1 checks for this
condition by changing GP1 to an output and setting it to a high level for 1ms. Then GP1 is
changed to an input, and the level is checked. If the input voltage remains high, then there is
either a jumper in position 2 pulling the input high, or there is no jumper, and the input IC1 uses
its internal 8MHz oscillator to generate the This is fed to a twostage RC low-pass filter. These
components give an impedance which is 10 times that of the first stage filter, minimising the
loading on the first stage due to the second stage. This test is repeated with a low output. If the
level changed, then JP1 is inserted. To prevent the floating input condition, GP1 is changed to a
low 0V output and left like that, minimising power consumption. But modulator which drives a
Mosfet H-bridge, and that in turn drives the speaker. Since the amplifier is a bridge type, the
overall to the circuit. The disadvantage is that this will quickly gain is double that, ie, 11 times.
That is, provided the with the supply, drops too much voltage for this application. With no
signal, this output sits at an average of 1. Again, it is a reproduction of a real heartbeat sound.
You can see their slightly different shapes and amplitudes, and the delay between them. IC2
then draws around nA. We measured a nA current for the whole heartbeat circuit when in
shutdown on our prototype half a microamp! The cells should last for their shelf life with such a
small current drain. Construction Scope5: two heartbeats as shown in Scope4. With this slower
timebase, you can also see the delay between beats. RC low-pass filter 2. Saving power Since
the device is powered from AAA cells, we need to minimise power usage to conserve cell life.
Typically, the circuit draws an average of 10mA when producing the heartbeat. However, once
the timeout period has ended, the current needs to drop to a very low level until the unit is
switched off. This is achieved in several ways. Firstly, as already mentioned, there is no voltage
across VR1 most of the time. It is housed in an 80 x 80 x 20mm vented plastic enclosure. It
requires a very fine soldering iron tip and, ideally, a lit gooseneck or desktop magnifier a good
LED headband magnifier also works well. Identify its pin 1 dot under magnification, then
orientate it as shown in Fig. If all is OK, solder the remaining corner pins and then pins 2, 3, 6
and 7. Use solder wick to remove any solder that bridges between the IC pins. IC2 also has a
ground pad that needs to be soldered to the PCB. This can be done by feeding solder from the
underside of the PCB, through the hole positioned under the IC. Use minimal solder to prevent
the solder from spreading out and shorting to the IC leads. The flux you added earlier will help
this solder flow onto the pad on the underside of the IC. Now install the resistors and surface
mount capacitors. Note how the speaker is orientated so that its terminals fit through the
provided board cut-out, and also how the cell holder wires are bent to fit the PCB pads, fed in
through the underside and soldered on top. IC1 is a normal 8-pin DIP. These components are
located on both sides of the PCB. The capacitors are usually unmarked except on their
packaging. The resistors will probably be marked with a small code, as shown in the parts list.
The first few digits indicate the resistance value, followed by the number of extra zeroes in the
last position. That is a 10 followed by two zeros, or followed by one zero. Next, fit diode D1,
taking care to orientate it correctly. Then mount ferrite beads FB1 and FB2 by first feeding
tinned copper wire through the centre hole, then inserting and soldering these to the PCB pads.
Keep the wire taught when soldering to prevent the beads from being loose. We used a socket
for IC1 in case we ever want to remove it for reprogramming. Take care to orientate the socket
correctly notch toward the PCB edge. Trimpots VR1 and VR2 can be mounted now. Power
switch S1 is installed in the position shown. The switch we used differs slightly from the one in
the parts list siliconchip. The positioning of the switch has therefore been moved further from
the edge of the PCB. That way, the switch actuator will protrude from the case by the same

amount as shown on our prototype. Solder it so that the top of the lens is 11mm above the top
edge of the PCB For the AAA cell holders, bend the wire terminals so that they stick out the
sides of the holder, then bend them up to feed the leads through the holes on the PCB from the
underside, and solder them on the top. The cell holders need to be orientated correctly, as
shown on the overlay diagram. The base of the cell holders should be positioned so that they sit
on the enclosure base when the PCB is seated on the four mounting posts. That means that the
bottom of the cell holders will be lower than the bottom edge of the PCB. It must be no higher
than 11mm above the top edge of the PCB. That will allow the lid to fit. Housing See our website
link in the text for ideas on how to print this out and attach it to the lid. The lid panel artwork Fig.
Details about printing and attaching panel artwork can be found at There is only one correct er.
We used two wires stripped from a length of rainbow orientation, and that is with the two
notches along the top cable; mini figure-8 would also work well as well as sepaedge of the PCB
fitting into the rate hookup wires. The into the standoffs. For the moment, the speaker low the
lid to be screwed down. This is in addition to the side Insert the two AAA cells and clips on the
cover that hold it in switch on the power. Check there place. Attach these spacers by
Disconnect power and insert feeding short machine screws the programmed PIC in its
sockthrough the underside of the et, making sure it is oriented corPCB into the two corner
holes, rectly the notch toward the edge then tighten the tapped spacers of the PCB. Reapply
power and onto the screw shafts. The loudspeaker cone needs to be weighted to make the
heartbeat audible and to prevent the reproduction of higher frequency tones. To do this, we use
an M8 stainless steel nonmagnetic nut as a weight on the speaker cone. A non-magnetic nut
must be used; otherwise, the speaker cone would be pressed against the magnet of the speaker
by the nut. We get away with this because the speaker cone is made from Mylar and so it is
quite strong. This means that the central speaker coil is still centred within the magnet gap even
with extra mass. To attach the nut, apply a smear of neutral-cure silicone sealant roof and gutter
silicone is ideal to one side of the nut and affix centrally on the speaker cone. Additional
silicone is required to fill the inside of the nut, making sure it is filled down to the cone. Keep
the silicone flush with the top face of the nut. Also apply a thin layer around the speaker cone.
Only a small amount is necessary. This will prevent them from rattling and adding obscure
sounds to the heartbeat. The loudspeaker is also secured to the PCB with some silicone around
the central magnet, where it fits into the PCB hole. Note that the speaker needs to be positioned
correctly, with the wire entry points positioned over the PCB cutout and with the back of the
speaker magnet resting on the base of the case. The PCB should be temporarily positioned on
the integral standoffs in the case while the silicone cures. This way, the speaker will be at the
correct height above the PCB. Using it Adjust the timeout period so that the heartbeat sound
lasts for the length of time you require. This is done with JP1 in position 2. To do this, move JP1
into position 2 with the power off and set the required time. Full clockwise adjustment of VR1
gives a 4-hour timeout. The mid position is two hours and mid-way between fully anticlockwise
and mid-way is about one hour. Set the timeout and then switch on the power. The timeout
period will be recorded. Any further adjustment of VR1 with the power on will be ignored. It is
only the setting of VR1 at power-up when JP1 is in position 2 that is recorded. The setting is
stored in non-volatile flash memory and remembered for use next time. When jumper 1 is in
position 1, the heartbeat rate can be adjusted. This can be changed with power on, from 42 to
beats per minute. The setting is also stored in flash memory, and the last setting will be used
should the unit be powered up with JP1 in position 2. The volume is set using VR2. However,
the drive to the loudspeaker will become distorted if VR2 is rotated too far clockwise, so a
position less than halfway clockwise should be used. Like the Arduino IDE, it is a free
download. T hose who have been dabbling with microproces- AVR parts as described starting
on page 88 of this issue. Windows, Mac and Linux. Board siliconchip. But ade, flash memory.
These were typicalyou may be interested in the proly programmed in assembly language, cess
nonetheless. Or you might with the machine code created by an like to jump into the world of
assembler program. Flash-based devices such as the Rest assured that the process PIC16F84
meant it was finally possionly continues to get easier. It is available for free download, although
some compiler optimisations to produce smaller and faster code are optional extras that you
have to pay for. That said, you can get a lot done with the free version of the software. Instead,
compilers and other features are downloaded and added separately. This means you can try a
new version before committing to it. The most basic steps involve writing code, compiling it and
programming the resulting HEX file to the device. Legacy versions can be downloaded from
Although MPLAB X supports other operating systems, much of the other software we use is still
tied to Windows, so we will be using Windows 10 for our guide. But our Screen2: These options
are new for version 5. The settings shown here are what we use, with support for 8-bit and bit
parts. Installation is quite straightforward, and for the most part, the default options are fine

Screen1. It takes between about 10 minutes and an hour, depending on how fast your computer
is. The installer will also ask for permission to install some drivers see Screen3. When the
MPLAB X installation is finished, you will also be prompted to install other items that you might
typically need, such as a compiler â€” see Screen4. We currently use XC32 version v2. If you
need the features of one of the Pro licenses for example, more aggressive code optimisation ,
then it can be applied later. You can install compilers separately later, if required. This is due to
changes in the way some of the peripheral libraries work within the compiler. For 8-bit
microcontrollers, we have previously used XC8 version v2. You might want to install one of
these if you wish to modify some of our project code. The process here applies to version v2. If
you want to build the code for the AVRDA family of chips, then you will need to install at least
v2. The first question you are asked when installing an XC compiler is about the licence type, as
shown in Screen5. Initially, at least, the Free option is fine. A paid licence can be applied later if
you need compiler optimisations this means that, in general, your programs will be smaller and
run faster. The final step also relates to the licence. The Host ID used for node-locked licences
is shown see Screen7. We sometimes use an older version of the XC32 compiler for PIC32 parts
as it has a different set of libraries. The easiest way to activate it is to rerun the installer and
click the option shown here. If you have one of these, plug it in now so that the software can
recognise it. The other options are generally used to import existing projects from other
programs. If you have installed the Harmony or MCC frameworks, then options for these will
also appear. However, they may come in handy if you are working with some complex
peripherals, especially USB. The next step is to choose the target part. For example, you may
wish to port the code to a device from the same family with more pins, or even to a different
device. If you have other frameworks such as Harmony or MCC installed, they appear as options
here. You should see the Curiosity Nano in the drop-down list. The window will jump forward a
few steps to allow a compiler to be chosen. Finally, you can choose a project name and
location. The project is now created, but will at a minimum need to have at least one source
code file. A file will appear in the main window and also at left. Your screen should now look like
Screen9. Navigating the IDE The small window at top left allows you to navigate between
projects and also individual files within a project. Below this, at the left, is the Dashboard. It
shows important project information. Particularly handy are the Data and Program memory
space bar graphs, which allow you to keep track of these resources as your code expands. At
top right is the editor. If you have multiple files open, they will be shown by tabs along the top.
The editor has the expected features like find and replace, but also syntax Screen the Project
Properties window contains settings that are only changed rarely after the project is created. At
lower right is the output window. Of course, the windows can be moved around as needed, but
we find that the defaults work quite well. It might be handy, though, if your code writes data to
flash eg, its configuration and you want to see what changes it has made. The final button is
used for hardware debugging. If you click this, your code is compiled with options allowing it to
communicate with the programming tool, and is uploaded to the device. We explain the
debugging process in more detail in the article on the AVRDA, which starts on page The
rightmost button initiates a debugging session. The main project properties can be opened by
rightclicking on the project name in the Projects window see Screen Many options from the
initial project setup can be changed here. In fact, multiple configurations can be created,
perhaps to target a variety of different processors or to help to port the project between
compiler versions. You may have more need to tweak these settings when working with a
standalone programmer. Just below the main menu items are commonly used tools, as shown
in Screen The hammer icon builds compiles the project. Helpfully, the project name is shown,
so you know which project you are building. This is handy if you have multiple projects open.
Usually, the build process only updates files that have changed since the last build. The Run
button can also be used to start the simulator for those devices that support it. Indeed, many of
the older versions are entirely adequate for coding, debugging and programming older PICs.
But it is evolving to work with more microcontrollers, and SC these new AVR parts spread its
reach even further. Oversized bed screws for leveling the print bed. Dual cooling fans. SD
memory card slot. No NOW soldering required, plug and play. Kit includes UNO board,
breadboard and plenty of prototyping accessories. Perfect gift for a young electronics
enthusiast or maker in the making. Equivalent power of between 25 and W. Supplied with
charge controller, 5m power lead with alligator clamps for easy connection and carry bag.
Charge controller included. Shop the catalogue online! Records to microSD card sold
separately. Your destination for No problem. Split the signal and watch TV in different rooms
with this easy switcher. No problem, use this handy extender! USB powered. Easy installation.
Ideal for running HDMI signals to new locations or connecting through existing building cables.
Includes HDMI loop output. Capable of receiving either horizontal or vertical signals. Built-in

LTE filter to stop interference from mobile phone towers. A Splitter is your answer. Use the
most suitable for your application. Available in 0. Includes infrared remote control and mains
power adaptor. IP65 rated. AR Manage your lights with your smartphone or voice commands,
including colour, brightness, setting schedules, etc. Control via app or voice command. Buzzer
sounds when the beam is broken. Effective range up to 6 metres. Compatible with most DVR
systems. FROM Junction box included. Featuring up to 10 times the battery cycle life with only
half the weight of its lead-acid equivalent. Supplied as a moulded 2 pole with contacts. Good for
switching off hard -to-reach power points. Up to 30m range. Built-in RCD to prevent electric
shock. LED indicators. Regulated output voltage. Fits side by side on a power board. Supplied
with 7 changeable DC tips. Charge lead acid sealed, gel or flooded or lithium batteries. Data and
TV reception protection. Durable, waterproof, dustproof and supplied with universal mounting
hardware. Wiring not included. Input voltage: 9 - 16VDC. IP67 rated. Enables you to monitor the
area to the rear of a large vehicle with a wider field-of-view. Remote control included. Easy to
install and comes with two remote key fobs. Each kit consists of cool white LEDs with 3M
adhesive foam backing. Compatible with modern "CANBus" sytems. Tests voltage and polarity
of a circuit. Locates misfiring cylinders. Includes panel and surface mounts. All models are
paired with soft dome tweeters. Sold as a pair. Provides acoustic isolation and insulation for
roof, firewall, floor, quarter panels, doors and under bonnets. Full dwell angle measurement and
tacho. Easy to read LED display. The spiral "elevator" lifts the marbles to the top of the rail, and
gravity takes care of the rest. Requires 1 x C battery sold separately. Walks and spins in any
direction and will beep and flash its eyes. KJ Assembled into two different tanks. Equipped with
gunfire sounds. Safe and highly educational. Hit the drone and it shudders, strike it 3 times and
it falls safely to ground. Warning - The drone shoots back. Full colour lighting and multiple
sound effects. Add up to 3 drones. GT See website or in-store for details. Parts simply snap
together without any screws or soldering. KJKJ Full range available in store or online. No
batteries required. They will also learn about how various components work including LEDs,
transistors, integrated circuits and more. Skull Badge 2. Owl Badge 3. Rocket Badge 4. Pirate
Badge 5. Robot Badge 6. Features a 2. Available in Black or Red. GT Due early January. Soft
cushioned pads. Please ring your local store or search our website to check stock. At these
prices we won't be able to transfer from store to store. Modern touch sensitive monitor with
clear vision to idenitfy visitors. Provides electronic door strike and gate control, as well as full
talk-back to the outdoor unit. Supplied as a kit of parts with detailed instructions. We apologise
for factors out of control which may result in some items may not being available on the
advertised on-sale date of the catalogue. Please ring your local store to check stock details.
These stores may not have stock of these items and can not order or transfer stock. Savings off
Original RRP. Prices and special offers are valid from catalogue sale He played bass guitar in
one of the many bands I used to cross paths with while grinding out gigs on the local pub
circuit. He was known for being right into his audio gear, so in lieu of any real information
available to us at the time no internet in those days , we often bowed to his supposedly superior
knowledge in subjects related to sound reinforcement and instrument amplification. For better
or worse, he was a fount of knowledge at the time; I had to learn this stuff somewhere, right? My
point is that we all knew this bloke as an audio purist, and while we somewhat blundered on
with our typically low-fi stage gear, he was the one who was really into the specifications and
minutiae of the speakers and amplification that were being used back then. Not that he was in
any way one of siliconchip. Many of us likely know or have known someone like this, to varying
degrees. Website: This is obviously not the case, but I gave up trying to convince anyone of this
a long time ago. To me, whatever sounds good to me is the best system, regardless of specs
and cost. That said, he still uses and swears by his many 70s and 80s highend amplifiers and
turntables. I only mention this because when he called the other day, and after the usual minute,
three-decade catchup conversation, he arranged to bring in a couple of his Acoustic Research
AR turntables for me to have a look at and see what I could do with. After that is the promise of
some more juicy gear to work on. Life could be worse! But they were still relatively pricey
none-the-less. The customer duly arrived with a couple of banana boxes full of bits and pieces,
and I could see my work would be cut out for me. One box contained one AR ES-1 turntable,
which was the most complete, but this had a damaged drive motor and spindle assembly, which
made the drive spool wobble like crazy when powered up. Even if I could get a belt to hang 62
Silicon Chip onto it, playing any records would be pointless and sound reproduction would
suffer badly. The second box contained a turntable identical to the first, but which had seen
better days. While it still powered on and the motor ran, the veneered timber case was in a very
sorry state, and the power indicator lamp was not working. This one was also missing several
pieces, such as a tonearm, the tonearm mounting plate and most alarmingly, the rectangular
clear Perspex cover. The cover hinges were still attached to the base, but the cover was

nowhere to be found. So, in summary, I had to repair two Acoustic Research ES-1 turntables;
one was complete but had a wobbly drive capstan, and the other was minus a lid, tonearm and
altogether incomplete and to be honest, a bit of a mess. This was no problem for a serviceman
like me, though! I quoted the guy, and he was more than happy to pay. I knew I should have
charged more! That entailed removing the platen, which is simply held in by gravity, the drive
belt, and the eight screws that held the cast metal plate to the timber chassis, the fibre-board
floor underneath the turntable which is held on with the four rubber feet screws and desoldering
the wires that go from the drive motor to the small circuit board. The tonearm cables just go
straight through the mounting plate and out through a cut-out in the fibre-board floor to the
amp, with just one small plastic cable clip holding them in place inside the box. Once these
items are removed, the whole mechanical assembly lifts clear, leaving what is essentially a
timber box with a circuit board and mains cable mounted to it. Simple, to be sure, but very
effective. The only problem with this one was the bent drive shaft. God knows how this
happened, but it was severely eccentric when running. This proved no real problem for me, as I
have the right tools for the job woohoo! After removing the motor which required desoldering
the two motor power leads , I mounted it in some jaws under my bench press and gently pushed
the pulley free. I had to be careful because these pulleys are typically a cast alloy and are very
soft. It separated from the motor shaft quite readily though, and siliconchip. The pulley itself
was fine. I simply mounted it onto the replacement motor with some Loctite and replaced and
re-soldered it back to the drive plate. On switch-on, it ran almost perfectly, although it required a
few light taps on the high side with a small rubber mallet to get it running dead true. Another
problem with this turntable was the drive spindle on the platen itself. The heavy platen sits and
runs in what appears to be a phosphor-bronze bearing. It had excessive play, and I suspected
this to be due to the bearing drying out. These types of bearings are usually pressure- or
vacuum-infused with oil when manufactured, and last for years, but this one was bone dry.
Suspect 2 That brought me to the next pile of bits. I put all the metalwork back together and laid
everything out in the case, and the only part missing was the tonearm mount. I took some
measurements from the working version. The plate appeared to have been made from some
kind of painted hardwood, so I fabricated one from an oak offcut I had in my timber bins. I bored
the four countersunk mounting holes around the periphery, but left the rest undrilled; how and
where the other holes go would depend on what tonearm he wanted to use. I offered to do that
for him when the time comes, and said he would let me know. After filling, sanding and painting
it with a semi-gloss black lacquer, it looked almost the same and as good as the original. It
looked like it had been left exposed to the sun for many years, and all the dark external veneer
had peeled and flaked, exposing the lighter timber beneath. The only way to solve this was to
strip the veneer off and re-finish the timber below. I used a coarse belt on my belt sander to rip
the old finish off. While messy, it came off easily; the trick is not taking any of the solid timber
underneath! A few coats of Danish oil brought out the grain, and five coats of clear lacquer
resulted in a beautiful finish which was luckily! The customer was too, when he saw it. However,
it was on the rear of the case so the repair would be out of view for the most part. The next
challenge was the indicator light. When on, a pinpoint of orange light shows through about
halfway down the front of the case and directly underneath the power switch. Whatever it was
had been glued or embedded into the timber on the inside of the case, and someone in the past
had tried to remove it by simply pulling on the connecting wires. They had parted company, and
I could see what looked like the bottom of a peanut bulb stuck in the hole. I decided to use a
light-emitting diode instead, and the customer was OK with this. I installed a high-voltage full
bridge rectifi
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er across the circuit board contacts which gave me a DC voltage I could use for the LED. After
installing the LED into the hole and soldering everything up, I tentatively plugged it in and
switched on. After running it for half an hour on the bench, nothing became overly hot or
emitted smoke. The effect from the outside of the case was almost the same as the neon, so I
was happy with it. After insulating everything with heatshrink tubing and tacking the LED into
the chassis with a small dot of epoxy, I assembled everything into the case and buttoned it up
with new rubber feet. This turntable suffered the same problem of excessive play in the platen
spindle, so I did the oil bath trick again, and that sorted it out. After fitting a new belt the
customer had supplied, and trying out the drive system, I was happy with the way it was
running. The final job was to re-attach the AR badge lying in the bottom of the box to the correct
location on the front of the case, and it was the job done!

